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NICE Ltd. is an Israeli-HQ'ed global company specializing in telephone 
voice-recording technologies, data security, surveillance, and Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA), as well as systems that analyze recorded 
data. NICE has over 6,500 employees and a presence in more than 150 
countries. Since 1986, NICE has been the recognized leader in these 
fields, providing solutions that turn both structured and unstructured 
data into valuable and actionable information.
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NICE was looking to grow attendance and engagement for their annual 
conferences, particularly Interactions 2013-14. GlobalEdgeMarkets 
(formerly Social2B) strategized to create promotions that dramatically 
increased traffic referral and registrations.

GlobalEdgeMarkets developed strategies and executed tactics to launch
NICE Interactions 2013 SMM deliverables (Social Media, PR, Content,
Influencer Marketing) paving the road to success. The dramatic increase
in traffic referral and registrations was driven by our team’s SMM efforts,
initial SEO efforts, and website integration efforts starting mid-January,
2013.

Below is the breakdown of NICE SEO and SMM efforts:

Challenge

What We Did & Results
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S2B started to analyze detailed social media metrics as of March 3rd,
2013 (based on the budget).
We see a clear correlation between website traffic, Social Media
engagement, and registrations.
We see a clear correlation between Social Media mentions (LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter) and registrations.
Our CTR strategy will give greater visibility to the generation of leads
via social media channels.
CTR may be adapted to multiple touch points- not just social media.

NICE could see a clear correlation between website traffic (nice.com),
Social Media engagement/mentions, and registrations. This allowed the
team to focus on conversions and amplify all digital and social
engagement areas before, during, and after the significant event. 

NOTES:

What We Did & Results



Contact Us
Want to Take on The Global Market Expansion with Confidence?
Contact Us Now. We Are Ready When You Are.

Book a call with our team of experts info@globaledgemarkets.com www.globaledgemarkets.com
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